
To whom it may concern  I heard the shocking news about the discussed progress of Visa cap & cease bill 2010.    One family came here to earn their P.R and has been living a tough life here for several years. But to think that all the efforts they have put in through those years could disappear in a short period of time, which feels like to them a prisoner waiting day by day suffering for its death.  Even after the day the immigration changed several of its polices in September 2009. They still believed and hoped that someday their P.R would be granted.  However, I would like to announce that what you are planning to do this time should not happen. Although, this rule exists but if were humane enough you wouldn’t do this. I would like to ask you if you are or have thought deeply about what the consequences will be by committing this activity.  There is a family that gave up their own rights, financial benefits and work to go and live in another country. Do you ever think they could go back to their country so easily by just your decision? After having to started a new life there? Also, Have you thought about their children who are spending their precious childhood here, forgetting their own mother language and planning their future life, here? And those thinking that they are practically an Australian now. What do these children have done to have to go through these hard times?  Do you think it is fair to process these things that are just inconceivable? And if one of your family member was in a different country going through all of this would you be outraged or just pretend to be sympathetic towards them? You always seem to talk about the market status and how we are going to protect the people on our country but frankly to say I wish you could be a bit more truthful and I think they all seem to be only interested in their votes and popularity.  Also, it appears to me that you are blaming the past politicians for what is happening now but I have to say that is irrelevant. As well to them, they are your predecessors and also an Australian. By saying that so it’s the same as spitting on your own face and stabbing yourself behind the back.  We are the victims of the things you have said wrong in the politics.  Why do we have to have all the weight on our shoulders? If we have done something wrong it would be just that we trusted you all too much. For the benefit of their country, they gathered us to come here because of their education and immigration exposition and now after they have taken our money, our work forces they are kicking us out?  How can this country rest these monumental powers on a one single person to handle and decide? This sometimes makes me wonder if this country really has any common sense? It also seems like this person wants to make his name into the history book.  Now the senator of immigration wants to be known as the person who didn’t kill but ruined and destroyed people’s hopes.  



Also, as he said in the past that whoever got their P.R granted usually don’t stay with the job they have and move on which causes shortage in some jobs. This or that, that is irrelevant again, I thought this country had a freedom in which job you wished to work. Also, because you chose to be a cook, hairdresser or something else to get their P.R granted, that doesn’t mean that you can’t choose to do another job does it? This is something that I just don’t understand. Is there a law that says; here on your P.R it says you’re a hairdresser so you must do that job forever. Is there? Of course not, there isn’t a single democratic country in this world that says that. By you making those decisions or discussing about it don’t you think that it will affect Australian in bad ways? Such as their prime minister making standard decisions or even further incorrect decisions. If you have at least some common sense and you don’t want to make Australia a shameful country then we MUST stop this argument and discussions that are going on.   Thank You Yours sincerely   


